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Ignore IT at your peril
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P hase 1 (IT consultancy clinic sessions, a seminar and
a booklet) was conducted in 2004/05 and focused on

Office Automation (OA) issues, including email spamming, se-
curity and networking, and a paradigm shift in the business
environment of travel agents, induced by IT (particularly the
Internet) and severely challenging their role as middleman.

Phase 2 (Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
consultancy clinic sessions, two seminars with two IT so-
lution fairs and a booklet) was conducted in 2005/06 and
showcased five different CRM models adopted by five travel
agents, with CRM solution providers i l lustrating their various
kinds of solution approaches. A l ight way for small- and me-
dium-sized (SME) agents to implement their own CRM (executing
via "quick-start anchors") was proposed.

What can I learn from all this?

Most travel agents in Hong Kong are SMEs (about 90%
of them have less than 10 employees). Whereas their imme-
diate concern, as far as IT adoption is concerned, is most
likely to be OA issues, their real challenge actually lies in
adopting an IT-enabled customer-centric business approach
in response to the potential cutting out of their middleman
role. CRM enabled by IT (together with the Internet) is the very
solution proposed to those problems caused by IT, especially
the Internet.

CRM is no new concept. Every travel agent can claim that
it has already adopted CRM since keeping customer records,
offering promotions to customers, especially those loyal ones,
etc are what customer relationship management is all about.
But the point is: how can SME agents jump-start their own
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(Editor's note: In the past three years, the Hong Kong Information Technology Federation (HKITF), with help from the TIC and sponsorship from the Office of the
Government Chief Information Officer, has carried out the e-Transformation for the Travel Industry campaign aimed at promoting IT adoption in the travel agent
industry. Mr Erwin Huang, a Council Member of the HKITF and Convenor of its Education Working Group, and Mr Eddie Chan took charge of the two-phase project. This
article is extracted from the two project booklets, Travel Agent I.T. FAQ and Travel Agent CRM FAQ, written by Mr Huang and Mr Chan. Copies of them have already been
sent to members, and they can also be downloaded from the TIC website at <http://www.tichk.org/public/website/en/faqs/it/links/html>.)
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IT-enabled CRM system? With limited resources in terms of
time, finance and staff, they stand a good chance of success if
they adopt a light way based on three important principles: lean
budget, quick return and least disturbance, with the use of the
Internet being a priority because of its low-cost, hands-on, easy
implementation, and yet effective and extensive coverage.

The light way proposed is implemented through six "quick-
start anchors", namely website, list management, content
generation automation, mass emailing mechanism and management,
integrated customer database and customer contact log. But
before we move on, let us first take a look at what a "quick-
start anchor" is.

What is a "quick-start anchor"?

A "quick-start anchor" refers to an existing component,
a part or a function in the current business operation that
is playing an important role, or is growing in importance,
and an improvement in it will bring benefits in the short
term and will highly likely enable improvements of other
components, parts or functions that may take place in sequence.
As such, a "quick-start anchor" can be taken as a trigger for an
SME agent to set foot on its own CRM path.

A "quick-start anchor" can be identified by observing
those areas prone to become bottlenecks, which may then
be taken as potential "quick-start anchors". In implement-
ing various phases of a "quick-start anchor", the expenses
spent on each phase should be designed to be self-contained.
That is to say, changes brought about by implementing one
phase can already benefit the agent's operation even if the next
phase does not material ise. In such a way, the expenses for
one phase are spent for itself (lean budget), the fruit is reaped
right away (quick return), and the scope of disturbance in op-
eration is restricted to that phase, separate from others (least
disturbance).

This article, the booklets sent to TIC members and even
the whole campaign may not be all-embracing enough to pro-
vide travel agents with a ready solution to their current busi-
ness problems. Nevertheless, if they can re-orient their perspectives
and generate a stream of new ideas they find nourishing, this is
all that will make all those who have contributed to the project

celebrate! 
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